Design a New Olympic Mascot

An Olympic mascot is more than just a simple design. A lot of thought goes into deciding how the mascot should look.

Did you know that the yellow light on London 2012 mascot Wenlock’s head represents a London taxi? The shape of his head is based on the three places on the podium for the winners.

Some mascots even have their own biography. For example, Quatchi, the mascot from the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics, lives in the Canadian forest and dreams every day of becoming a hockey goalkeeper. Quatchi also loves to travel!

Your Challenge

Your challenge is to design a brand new Olympic mascot for a city of your choice! Can you find out some facts about the city that you have chosen, and include these in your design? You must also come up with a name and story for your mascot!
Design a New Olympic Mascot

Use this page to record your research about your chosen city.

City:

Facts about my city:

1. ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________
   ______________________________________________________

Use this box to draw images of things from your chosen city for inspiration.
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Use this page plan out ideas for your mascot.

**What could your mascot be called?** Try and link the name of your mascot to your chosen city. Think of 4 ideas.

1. ____________________________  2. ____________________________
   3. ____________________________  4. ____________________________

**What will your mascot like to do?** Your mascot will need a personality. Think of things your mascot might like to do or what hobbies they have.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

**Use this box to plan out how your mascot will look.** Does your mascot have a special uniform or kit?
My Olympic Mascot

Mascot Name: __________________________

City: ________________________________

Biography:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Draw a picture of your mascot in this box.